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Aurelia is a JavaScript-based client framework for the web, mobile, and desktop that leverages simple 
conventions to empower your creativity.

Find Top Aurelia interview questions and answers from below

Q1.  Explain Aurelia ?

Aurelia is a JavaScript based client framework for web, mobile and desktop that leverages simple conventions 
to empower your creativity.

Q2.  Enlist Major features of Aurelia?

The major features of Aurelia are:

Aurelia is composed of HTML view and JavaScript view-model pairs.

Aurelia focused on web standards without unnecessary abstractions.

Aurelia is extensible.

Aurelia offers commercial and enterprise support.

Aurelia is open-sourced.

Q3.  List important methods component life cycle of Aurelia?

Some of the important methods component life cycles of Aurelia are:

constructor()- The constructor method is used for initializing an object created with a class.
attached() - Attached method is invoked once the component is attached to the DOM.
detached() ? It is invoked when the component is removed from the DOM.
unbind() ? The last lifecycle method is unbind.
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Q4.  What are advantages and disadvantages of Aurelia ?

The advantages and disadvantages of Aurelia are:

Aurelia is very clean and easy to use in the framework. It also helps you in saving a lot of time.
It is easily can be extended and can be used with any tool regardless of the tools being related to the 
framework.

There is no such disadvantage in using the Aurelia. Because of its easy use and a tool with real additional 
features that make it really an efficient framework to use.

Q5.  Enlist major types of Official Plugins used in Aurelia?

Some of the major types of Official Plugins used in Aurelia are:

defaultBindingLanguage() ? This plugin offers an easy way to connect view-model with view.
History() ? History plugin is usually used together with the router.
eventAggregator() ? This plugin is used for cross-component communication.
defaultResources() ? Default resources give us some primitive constructs.
Router() ? Most of the applications use some kind of routing.
fetch() ? Fetch plugin is used for handling HTTP requests.
animatorCSS() ? This plugin offers a way of handling CSS animations.
validation() ? Use this plugin when you need to validate your data.

Q6.  What is Throttle in Aurelia?

Throttle in Aurelia is used for rate limiting. Binding behavior is basically a process where the binding process 
continues throughout the whole cycle. The Aurelia ships consist of multiple behaviors which are basically used 
to enable similar scenarios. In this case, the first binding that happens is the throttle binding process. Here it just 
limits the continuous two way binding of the view model and on the other hand the one-way binding of the view 
when it is updated.

Q7.  Explain use of debounce in Aurelia?

The debounce binding behavior is another rate-limiting binding behavior that prevents the binding from being 
updated until a specified interval has passed without any changes. Debounce binding's one of the use can be 
determined in a common use case is a search input that triggers searching automatically.

Q8.  Define what is animator-velocity() in Aurelia?
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animator-velocity() in Aurelia is used to make things further lively and interesting. This is when the element 
you will be using will be more exciting performing certain animations as you like to. Here in the Aurelia 
animation solutions, we can use simply the same library. Here it actually uses a very simple interface and has 
great flexibility in performing or creating animations.

Q9.  List types of data bindings supported in Aurelia?

The types of data bindings supported in Aurelia are Overview, Bind, One-way, Two-way, One-time, String 
interpolation, Loops, Ref binding.
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